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1i. Introduction 

The HTR Modular Power Plant Concept developed by the 
Siemens AG / Interatom GmbH Joint Venture is charac
terized by the fact that standardized nuclear heat 
production units of a thermal output of 200 MJ/s can 
be combined to form power plants. The HTR Modular 
Power Plant is suited for the combined generation of 
electric power and process steam or district heat.  

On the occasion of an application filed for a license 
in the State of Lower Saxony with respect to the grant 
of a site-independent preliminary concept approval for 
an HTR Modular Power Plant under Sec. 7a of the German 
Atomic Energy Act ("AtG"), the Reactor Safety Commis

* sion ("RSK*) discussed the safety-related questions 
which are of importance for the grant'of a preliminary 
concept approval. The discussion were to be based on 

*4 site features as have hitherto been usual. The exami
nation and review of sites other than those mentioned 
before, for example industrial sites or sites located 
in metropolitan areas, should be left to discussion in 
a procedure initiated by an application for a specific 
site. The licensing procedure was discontinued in 
April 1989, but the review of the concept was carried 
on. In its discussions, the RSK considered the expert 
opinion submitted by TUV Hannover (draft, rev. 8/89).  
Later supplements have been introduced at the time of 
the further discussions of the RSK. The BMU asked the 
RSK to issue a recommendation concerning the safety 
concept. The RSK finds that a later discussion and 
recommendation within the scope of a licensing process 
covering a specific project cannot be substituted by 
this recommendation.  

2. Nuc3lear Heat Production System 

2.1 Primary System 

The HTR Modular Power Plant consists of 2 nuclear two
loop steam generation systems of a thermal output of 
200 MJ/s each. The two modular units are accommodated 
in a common reactor building.  

The system components of the nuclear heat production 
system for the production of high-temperature main 
steam or process steam are the following: 

The reactor in a steel pressure vessel, core cool
ing by helium passing from top to bottom, spherical 
fuel elements with 15 passages through the core, 
shutdown features in the reflector with 6 shutdown 
rods for hot shutdown and control and 18 small-
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sphere absorber systems for long-term shutdown, 

- the steam generators with upward evaporation in a 
separate steel pressure vessel, 

- the blower for the recirculation of the helium, 
joined to the steam generator vessel by a flange, 

ýJ the connecting pressure vessels with coaxial hot
gas / cold-gas system.  

The reactor pressure vessel and the steam generator of 
one unit each are located in a partitioned reinforced 
concrete-cell.  

The major data of the nuclear heat production system 
of the HTR module with steam generator are: 

Thermal output MJ/s 200 

Reactor core mean power density MJ/s • m3  3.0 

Helium throughput, primary kg/s 85 

Primary circuit pressure bar 60 

Reactor inlet temperature 0 C c. 250 

Reactor outlet temperature 0 C 700 

Main steam pressure bar 190 

Main steam temperature 0 C 530 

Steam throughput kg/s 77 

Feedwater temperature 0 C cc 170 

Reactor pressure vessel, connecting pressure vessel 
and steam generator pressure vessel are comparable 
to the components of modern light water reactors as 
far as their dimensions, wall thicknesses, supports 
as well as operating and design data (p, T) are con
cerned. An exception from this rule is the main steam 
nozzle on the steam generator, since the main steam 
condition corresponds to that of high temperature 
reactors or conventional steam power plant.  

2.2 Fuel Element 

The spherical fuel element on which the design of the 
HTR module is based corresponds to the fuel element 
developed in the "High Temperature Reactor Fuel Cir-
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cult (HBK)" Project. Its diameter is 6 cm. The inner 
zone diameter of the sphere is 5 cm and contains the 
fuel (7 g of low enriched uranium (LEU) per fuel ele
ment, enrichment 8.0 ± 0.5%) in the form of coated 
particles. The 5 mm outer zone of the sphere does not 
contain any fuel. The U02 fuel in the form of spheri
cal particles of a diameter of 500 pm is contained in 
a so-called TRISO coating (pyrocarbon and silicon car
bide). These coated fuel particles having an outer 
diameter of 920 pm are embedded in the fuel element 
pressed on the basis of a graphite matrix.  

In the concept under review here, fission product re
lease is very low. This was demonstrated to be so in 
various irradiation tests which were supplemented by 
heating tests on irradiated fuel elements. The fol
lowing release mechanisms can be derived from these 

~ C experiments: 

U - up to approx. 1200 0C

release merely from Design Data (Shares) 

particle break-due 
to manufacture 6 • 10-s

1 • 10-4 (with average 
modular core 
burnup) 

particle break due 
to irradiation 2 1 10-4 (with target 

burnup of a 
fuel element) 

The design value for particle break due to manu
facture also considers the uranium content of the 
graphite matrix (natural uranium, contamination due 
to manufacture). This uranium content is limited 
to a share of 7 .10-7 of the total inventory of 
uranium-235 of the fuel element.  

- Above approximately 1200 °C 
Inception of yet very moderate transport of metal
lic fission products from intact particles.  

- Above the range of 1600 - 1650 0C 
Inception of fission product corrosion of the SiC 
layer.  

It is the opinion of the RSK that the safety design of 
the HTR module is characterized by the low activity 
release from the fuel elements during specified normal 
operation and during incidents.

i 
i
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By its selection of a low output and power density as 
well as a favorable core geometry, the manufacturer 
conservatively matched the design of the reactor to a 
limitation of the maximum fuel temperature to 1620 °C.  
During specified normal operation the fuel elements 
only reach a maximum temperature of approx. 850 0C.  

On the basis of analyses performed by the Institut fUr 
Nukleare Sicherheitsforschung ("ISF") of KFA Jilich, 
the RSK presumes that in the case of incidents, and 
even accidents, a temperature of 1500 'C will only be 
exceeded by a few percent of the fuel elements, and 
this only for a few days, and the design value of 
1620 °C will not be reached. Source term analyses 
performed by ISF show that only a small amount of 
iodine is released into the primary circuit; the 
iodine almost exclusively comes from the inventory 
outside intact particles that was already present at 
the inception of the incident. As there is no ef
fective transfer mechanism to the environment, most of 
the iodine remains inside the primary circuit. Almost 
all of the cesium and strontium that diffused out of 
particles is retained by the core graphite.  

2.3 Shutdown Features and Reactor Control 

There are 6 reflector rods for reactor control and for 
the hot shutdown of the core. The design of these 
rods mainly corresponds to that of the THTR design.  
In the case of a hot shutdown, power supply to the 
reflector rod drive motor is interrupted so that 
gravity causes the rod to drop into its deepest po
.sition (I m below core center).  

The small sphere absorber system ("KLAK system") en
sures the cold shutdown of the core. The 18.-XZLAK 
containers are located above the thermal top shield.  
To trip the system, the power supply to one of the 
magnets is interrupted so that gravity causes the 
container lock to open and the small sphere absorbers 
fall freely into the reflector boreholes. The con
tainer lock is a so-called cut-off lock which also 
permits to drop part quantities without causing any 
break of the spheres.  

By means of a pneumatic conveyor, the absorbers can 
be returned to the containers in desired quantities.  
Inside the containers, sensors monitor the level of 
spheres. Switchgear and conveyors are set up outside 
the reactor pressure vessel so that they are also 
accessible during operation of the reactor.  

The reactor core is designed for unrestricted cycling 
operation between 100% and 50% nominal output. The
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reactivity requirement for this purpose amounts to 
1.2%4 k. The equilibrium core has a maximum excess 
reactivity of 7.8%A k in the cold unpoisoned state.  
The shutdown features (reflector rods and KLAK system) 
ensure a shutdown reactivity of at least 10.6%A•k, if 
a single failure is taken into account. The total 
reactivity temperature coefficient is always negative.  

In the case of a reactor scram, all the reflector rods 
fall into their deepest position in the lateral re
flector, and the primary side and secondary side mass 
flow is interrupted as the blower is cut out and all 
the valves on the secondary side are closed.  

In the opinion of the RSK, the shutdown features pro
vided for the HTR module, the reactor control system 
und the reactor protection system (see 2.4) are in a 
position, as a matter of principle, to fulfill their 
safety-related functions.  

In the case of a rod failure, the reflector rods for 
hot shutdown have a minimum efficiency of 2.6%. k• 
This amount of reactivity is sufficient to safely put 
the reactor into the safe subcritical state even if 
the most unfavorable reactivity incident should occur 

* (rod withdrawal, water ingress).  

The reactor scram puts the reactor into a hot sub
critical state which prevents greater thermal stresses 
from acting on the components and also allows for a 
rapid restart.  

For long-term shutdown, the actuation of the small 
sphere absorber system ("KLAK") is provided. Long
term shutdown for reasons of safety is required after 
some days at the utmost. The tripping of the KLAK Q < system in accordance.with the closed-circuit principle 
constitutes a very reliable feature.  

The RSK finds that the efficiency of the reflector 
rods and of the KLAK system is sufficient to take the 
reactor safely into a subcritical state and keep it 
there. Yet another inherent characteristic of the HTR 
module is the fact that, if the failure of the shut
down features is assumed, the reactor will first be
come subcritical as a result of the disconnection of 
the blower. On a longer-term basis, a low power level 
of 0.5% of the initial power will result at which the 
reactor stabilizes at a fuel rod temperature level 
exceeding that of specified normal operation, but far 
below 1600 OC.
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2.4 Reactor Protection System 

Each modular unit is provided with its own reactor 
protection system the functions of which are asso
ciated with the particular unit concerned. Thus, any 
feedback to or influence on other modular units is ex
cluded. The autonomy of the reactor protection system 
begins at the measured data acquisition level and is 
maintained until the triggering of the active safety 
features. In the case of incidents, only the modular 
unit concerned is shut down, and it is only on this 
particular unit that further protective actions are 
initiated should these become necessary. Incidents 
affecting both modular units are detected by each 
reactor protection system separately.  

The process variables required for monitoring can be 
traced backto 8 variables to be measured: 

- neutron flux 
- reactor outlet temperature 
- reactor inlet temperature 
- humidity in the primary system 
- pressure in the primary system 
- pressure in the secondary system 
- mass flow rate in the primary system 
- feedwater flow rate 

As a matter of principle, the acquisition of measured 
values and the remainder of the analog section of the 
reactor protection system are set up as triple redun
dancies. The subsequent logic section attends to the 
logic evaluation of the activation criteria derived 
from the measured variables and to the generation of 
the release signals for triggering the protective 
actions: 

- drop of the reactor rods 
- shutdown of the primary circuit blower 
- isolation of the steam generator 
- steam generator relief (if humidity is detected) 
- isolation of the primary circuit (in the case of 

depressurization) 

Triggering is effected in accordance with the closed 
circuit principle. The design of the entire reactor 
protection system is fail safe. The required actua
tion energies are stored on the components to be con
trolled. After actuation, the reactor protection 
system has no other function to fulfill.  

With respect to the implementation of the reactor pro
tection system of the HTR module, the RSK does not, in 
principle, anticipate any difficulties, as the system 
is designed in accordance with the fail safe principle
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and as the entire processing of the measured data and 
the logic operations of the safety variables are based 
on the engineering of the reactor protection system 
that has proven its worth in LWR plants and is re
quired in accordance with the RSK Guidelines.  

2.5 PoLw2e-Suply 

The common auxiliary power system of the HTR Modular 
Power Plant with 2 modular units is laid out in two 
trains. Supply can be from a unit generator or from 
the grid. Connection to the grid is via a main grid 
connection and a standby grid Connection. The allo
cation of the modular units to the auxiliary busbars 
ensures that the failure of any one busbar can only 
result in the failure of one modular unit.  
Loads which are important in terms of safety are con

3 nected to the two-train emergency power system which 
is common to the two modular units. Each emergency 
power train has its own emergency diesels and can en
sure minimum supply to the two modules.  

Supply of dc voltage is effected from one rectifier 
per train, with a 220 V battery connected in parallel 
and downstream dc-dc converters for the supply of the 
24 V loads.  

* The 220 V batteries are designed for two hours of dis
charge. When the respective value falls below the ad
missible voltage, all the 24 V loads (operating and 
safety-related instrumentation and control) are cut 
out automatically, thus also triggering the protective 
actions.  

~ ( A one-train energy supply with a 24 V of its own is 
available for the auxiliary shutdown station. This 
battery is designed for a discharge time of 14 hours.  

* According to the present state of planning, the 
emergency power system is not qualified as a safety 
system with respect to all its aspects. This is in 
keeping with the safety concept of the overall plant 
which tolerates a total failure of power supply - and 
thus also of the cooling system - for up to 15 hours 
without any exceeding of the design values.  

The RSK does not rise any objection against the con
cept of power supply. It assumes in this context that 
a corresponding design and quality assurance measures 
will prevent failure times of more than 15 hours. In 
the case of a failure of the operating and safety
related instrumentation and control systems, the plant 
can be monitored sufficiently from the auxiliary shut
down station.
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2.6 Residual Heat Removal System 

During specified normal operation and during incidents 
the water/steam circuit is also used for heat removal 
purposes. If this circuit is not available, residual 
heat removal from the HTR module is effected by means 
of passive thermal conduction, thermal radiation as 
well as natural convection to the surface cooler pro
vided outside the reactor pressure vessel. A maximum 
fuel element temperature of 1620 OC is neither exceed
ed during any one incident with a residual heat re
moval in accordance with the design nor in the case of 
the additional failure of the residual heat removal 
system. Compliance with this maximum fuel element 
temperature constitutes an inherent safety feature of 
this reactor concept.  

The surface cooler surrounds the reactor pressure 
vessel in the reactor cell in core area at a distance 
of approx. 1.5 m. It is installed in front of the 
concrete wall of the cell. The surface cooler serves 
the protection of the concrete structures against in
admissibly high temperatures. Besides, during normal 
operation, it constitutes the heat sink for the heat 
loss escaping from the reactor. In case the main 
cooling system is not available, the surface cooler 
limits the temperatures of the reactor structures, and 
in particular of the reactor pressure vessel, to the 
design temperatures.  

The surface cooler of each modular unit is designed as 
a triple redundancy which is achieved by the fact that 
three adjacent cooling pipes are each allocated to a 
separate cooling circuit. Two trains of the surface 
cooler are supplied via the two-train closed cooling 
water system which is also secured by the emergency 
power system, and the third train is supplied• by the 
operating closed cooling system. To supply the sur
face coolers with cooling water after an aircraft 
crash and a blast wave, the reactor building is pro
vided with hose connections for external supply into 
the secured closed cooling system.  

It is the opinion of the RSK that the thermal design 
of the surface cooling system is sufficient. With its 
three-train layout and the simple design in terms of 
switching circuitry, the surface cooling system is 
considered sufficiently reliable to ensure residual 
heat removal during an incident.
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2.7 Activity Confinement 

The HTR modular concept does without a gas-tight con
tainment. The concept is based on the fact that the 
reliable confinement of radioactive fission products 
in the fuel elements is ensured in such a way that the 
environmental stresses will remain below admissible 
limits in all kinds of incidents.  

The design pressure of the primary circuit and the 
response pressure of the pressure suppression system 
are set to such values that the pressure increase re
sulting from a failure of the main heat sink not lead 
to a response of the pressure suppression system. On 
a long-term basis, it is only a large ingress of water 
that will result in a response of the pressure sup
pression system if both the pressure control system 
and the water separator in the gas cleaning system 
fail. The pressure suppression system consists of two 
parallel trains with staggered response pressures. In 
order to limit the amount of fission products released 
to the environment, and to minimize helium losses, the 
pressure suppression system is closed again if the 
pressure decreases again to a value below 60 bar.  

The reactor building does not constitute a classical 
full-pressure containment, but serves a selected and 
purposeful handling*of activity in the case of inci
dents. Thus, the modular power plant is equipped with 
a pressure suppression duct which comes from the re
actor hall, which is a common element for both modular Ii units, and leads to the stack. Moreover, the primary 
compartments of a modular unit are connected with each 
other by way of openings in order to obtain a pressure 
equalization as soon as possible. When the equaliza
tion pressure of 1 bar is reached, the pressure sup

(. pression.dampers close automatically, and a directed 
air passage in the building is restored. Moreover, 
the pressure suppression ducts are each provided with 
one damper that is remotely controlled.  

As far as ventilation is concerned, the compartments 
in the reactor building are designed for the selective 
discharge of radioactive fission products. Primary 
circuit leakages up to a leak size of 2 cm2 (rupture 
of a DN 10 instrument line, or the response of the 
small safety valve of the pressure suppression system) 
can be dealt with and filtered by the ventilation 
system.  

The RSK does not have any safety-related misgivings 
against the concept of activity confinement. This 
concept is suited to ensure compliance with the pro
visions of the Radiological Protection Ordinance for 
specified .ormal operation and design basis incidents.
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2.8 Auxiliary Shutdown Station 

An auxiliary shutdown station is provided for the two 
modular units. It is needed in the following cases: 

- control room failure 
- long-term auxiliary power failure and failure of 

the emergency diesels 
- blast wave 
- aircraft crash.  

The auxiliary shutdown station is provided with the 
following equipment: 

- incident instrumentation 
- actuation equipment of the KLAIK shutdown system 
- communication equipment. ( 

The auxiliary shutdown station has its own emergency 
power battery for 15 hours and a connection for an 
emergency supply of power after 15 hours. The layout 
of the auxiliary shutdown station is based on a one
train design. This is considered sufficient by the 
Applicant in connection with the fail safe design of 
the reactor protection actions and the KLAK shutdown 
system. In the above-mentioned cases, the residual 
heat removal is ensured by external supply to the hose 
connections.  

The RSK discussed the design of the auxiliary shutdown 
station. In its opinion, a single-train design is 
sufficient in view of the functions the auxiliary 
shutdown station has to fulfill. In the case of the 
HTR module, these are only monitoring functions and 
the long-term shutdown to be effected manually (KLAK 
system) and having been designed as fail safe. On the 
basis of.the. current status of planning it cannot be ( 
seen how additional control functions should become 
necessary.  

3'. Design and Quality Assurance of the Pressurized Metal
lic Components of the Primary System and the Secondary 
Circuit 

I•. 3.1 Design--n--Q--ality Assurance of thePrimary Circuit 

The pressure vessel unit consists of the reactor and 
the steam generator pressure vessels as well as the 
connecting pressure vessel. The cylindrical parts of 
the vessel are made of forged hoops which are joined 
to each other by welds. The reactor pressure vessel 
is closed by a vessel lid which permits a full view of 
the vessel dross section once it is removed-
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Material 20 MnMoNi 55 is provided for the forged parts 
of the pressure vessel. This type of steel, which is 
also used for reactor pressure vessels, steam gene
rators and pipes of light water reactors, is charac
terized in particular by great toughness and service 
weldability during fabrication. Experience gathered 
in the design of light water reactors shows that welds 
can be safely inspected with ultrasonic equipment.  

It is the opinion of the Applicant that the hot gas 
passage in the reactor pressure vessel (confinement of 
the reactor core in a core container), the connecting 
pressure vessel and in the steam generator pressure 
vessel as well as the measures for thermal insulation 
between the hot gas and cold gas sides ensure that no 
hot gas can be applied to the pressure vessel walls.  
Under these conditions, the design features of LWR 
pressure-vessels can be transferred to those of the 
HTR module. Between the core barrel and the reactor 
pressure vessel there is a loosely applied sliding 
connection. Due to the prevailing pressure conditions 
leakages between the cold-gas side and the*hot-gas 
side are always directed from the cold gas to the hot 
gas.  

Specification and design of the pressure vessel unit 
are based- on the approved safety concept of light 
water reactors. Due to the comparability of the basic 
engineering, the pressure vessel unit of the HTR mo
dule fulfills the concept of basic safety which is 
confirmed by recurrent tests. The main steam nozzle 
up to the connection of the main steam ipipe is part 
of the pressure vessel unit. The nozzle is also de
signed in such a way that fracture can be excluded.  

With respect.to parts and.components of the pressure 
vessel, unit, the essential requirements laid down in 
KTA 3201, Parts 1 through 4, are fulfilled. Special 
stress analyses were carried out for flanged connec
tions on the reactor pressure vessel and on the steam 
generator pressure vessel and for the bottom cylinder 
connection on the reactor pressure vessel. The anal
ysis methods employed were the free body analysis 
method and the shell-type method. Reinforcements to 
support structures were preferably carried out on the 
pressure vessels.  

For the purpose of recurrent tests, insulations must 
be removed. For the inspection as such, the corre
sponding arrangements (e.g. manipulator systems for 
ultrasonic examinations) are taken over from light 
water reactor engineering.  

With respect to recurrent tests, a 4-year test cycle 
has to be provided for the reactor pressure vessel and
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the steam generator pressure vessel; during the tests, 
the welds of the pressure vessel unit are examined 
over their full volume. Due to the specific features 
of the system, recurrent pressure tests can only be 
carried out with gas, with the test pressure being 
limited to 1.1 times the design pressure, due to the 
current rule for gas pressure tests. The first pres
sure test is carried out with water at 1.3 times the 
design pressure. Prior to a recurrent pressure test, 
a recurrent ultrasonic examination is carried out.  
The locations of any findings are again-subjected to 
an ultrasonic examination after the recurrent pressure 
test. The recurrent pressure tests on the secondary 
circuit are performed withwater.  

As far as operational monitoring with respect to ma
terials is concerned, the Applicant explained that ( 
accelerated radiation specimen are not possible. It ( 
is intended instead to collect the material changes 
during the lifetime of the plant by a study of lite
rature and then verify the result by an experiment.  
In addition, radiation monitoring coupons will then be 
used and examined from time to time.  

Fracture mechanics investigations were carried out 
which show that an exclusion of breakage can be as
sumed with respect to the pressure vessel unit. More
over, compliance with the leak-before-break criterion 
was demonstrated.  

In the opinion of the RSK, the transfer of the prin
ciples laid down in the RSK Guidelines for Pressurized 
Water Reactors and in KTA Safety Standard 3201 and re
lating to the safety of pressurized components and the 
limitation of the assumptions of leak sizes to the 
cross section of connecting pipes (DN 65) is justified.  
The requirements of Sec. 4.1 of the RSK Guidelines for Q 
Pressurized Water Reactors, taking into consideration 
the Basic Safety Specifications, KTA 3201 and the basic 
material for temperatures above 400 *C as specified in 
the preliminary report on KTA 3221, essentially can be 
fulfilled as far as materials, workmanship, design, 
stress limitation, fatigue strength and recurrent tests 
are concerned.  

The design of the lower bottom in the reactor pressure 
vessel with its bottom reinforcement ring and dome cor
responds to the lower bottom of the reactor pressure 
vessel of boiling water reactors with pump nozzles.  
This is why corresponding demonstrations of stress.  
limitation have to be carried out.  

An important feature is the timely detection of any 
exceeding of the design temperature in individual areas 
of the pressure boundary. For this purpose, some of
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the possibilities afforded by the concept of the plant 

can be used to detect leakages between the circuits.  
In addition, in-process measurements can be used to 
monitor the thermal insulation provided by the layout 

of coolant circulation.  

• 3.2 Surort of Reactor Pressure Vessel and Steam Generator 

3.2---------------------------------------

The support of the reactor pressure vessel and of the 

steam generator which is offset from it is effected by 

three levels of support. At the lower level of sup

port, there is only the steam generator pressure ves

sel; at the second level, both vessels are supported, 
and at the upper level, the reactor pressure vessel is 

supported. Different structures are used in connection 
with sliding supports and snubbers. Forces due to ex

- ternal impacts are taken into account.  

US experience concerning the embrittlement of supports 
at light water reactors are known to the Applicant.  
Embrittlement of the support structures of the HTR 
module is excluded by the Applicant, as the neutron 
fluence is too low for such an effect.  

The RSK has no objections against these supports of the 

reactor pressure vessel and the steam generator. How

ever, it finds that great importance has to- be attached 

to the reliable preservation of the operability of the 

vessel supports because of the rigid connection between 

reactor pressure vessel and steam generator pressure 
vessel. Therefore, in-process maintenance, feasibility 
of repairs and recurrent tests are required.  

3.3 Secondarv Circuit 

For the secondary circuit within the reactor building, 
the Applicant has provided for a design in accordance 
with conventional requirements and additional nuclear 
requirements. The additional requirements refer to the 

valves of the secondary circuit, as these are needed 

for isolating the steam generator and are triggered by 

the reactor protection system.  

Outside the reactor buildings, the secondary circuit is 

only designed in accordance with conventional rules.  

This is justified by the fact that the secondary cir

cuit is not important in terms of safety, as the re

sidual heat can always be removed via the three-train 
surface cooler.  

As a protection against the effects of missiles which 

may occur when components of the secondary circuit fail 

(e.g. turbine, vessels), the nuclear section of the
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power plant is designed and/or laid out in such a way 
that no inadmissible effects can occur.  

The recurrent tests of the secondary circuit outside 
the reactor building are carried out in accordance with 
the usual conventional requirements. In the reactor 
building, additional recurrent tests are carried out in 
accordance with nuclear requirements.  

It is the opinion of the RSK that the intended conven
tional design of the secondary circuit can be accepted 
in principle, although stricter requirements have to be 
met by components characterized by a higher energy con
tent. With respect to recurrent tests, the RSK con
siders that a new demonstration of the feasibility of 
the tests must be submitted as far as the aspect of 
accessibility is concerned. Assuming that adequate ( 
quality is supplied by the manufacturer and that in- Q 
process monitoring is performed, the RSK feels the 
Applicant is justified in limiting postulated steam 
generator leakages to the size of a heating tube cross 
section.  

4. Design of the Buildings 

The design of the buildings of the HTR Modular Power 
Plant is in keeping with the safety concept of the 
overall plant. The impacts of 

- earthquake 
- chemical explosion 
- aircraft crash 

determine the concept of protection against external 
impacts.. Apart from these impacts the following are 
also taken into consideration: 

- lightning 
- wind, storm 
- snow, rain, hail 
- flood, low water level 

(I - dangerous gases.  

In accordance with the safety concept of the plant, 
only the reactor building need be designed against 
blast waves originating from chemical explosions and 
aircraft crash, in addition to the remaining external 
impacts referred to above.  

The RSK has no misgivings to the effect that the plant 
might not be capable of being constructed, or that the 
requirements with respect to external impacts might not 
be fulfilled. The RSK believes that the connection
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between the reactor auxiliary building and the reactor 

should be optimized, in particular with a view to 

groundwater packing and aseismic design.  

Should sites in the proximity of industrial complexes 

be chosen it would have to be examained whether or not 

loading cases had to be postulated which would go be

yond those so far assumed. Similarly, the design basis 

earthquake can only be specified after a site has been 

chosen. The same applies to an opinion on the subsoil 

at the site.  

.5. Control of Design Basis Accidents and Event Sequences 

l( beyond the Design Basis 

5.1 Desiqn Basis Accidents 

The design basis accidents considered with respect to 

the HTR Modular Power Plant with steam generator have 

been specified in such a way that they constitute an 

envelope as far as the extent of their damage and their 

impact on the environment are concerned.  

The desgin basis accidents are compiled in the follow

ing categories: 

- reactivity incidents 
- malfunctions in the main heat transfer system 

- breaks on the primary side 
- breaks on the secondary side 

- failure of power supply 
- -malfunctions in auxiliary and service equipment 

(i• - natural. external impacts 

In addition, ATWS incidents were considered.  

The Applicant's approach concerning incident analyses 

is similar to what is performed with respect to light 

water reactors. The Applicant always assumes 4 safety 

levels, with the first two levels associated with nor

mal operation and malfunctions. The third level is 

associated with incidents and their control, and the 

fourth level with the reduction of the remaining risk 

in the case of rare external impacts and with hypo

thetical event sequences in the plant.  

The design basis accidents are classified along the 

lines drawn up in the BMI Incident Guidelines for 

Pressurized Water Reactors.  

With respect to the reactor building, the Applicant 

states that, for HTR specific reasons, a pressure-proof
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reactor building is not considered necessary. In the 
case of a depressurization incident, the discharge of 
activity is low, as the cooling gas activity is low 
during specified normal operation and the integrity of 
the fission product barrier, i.e. the fuel elements, is 
retained in the type of incident. Any relevant dis
charge of activity into the reactor building could only 
occur after an inadmissible heating up of the reactor 
core, a phenomenon that is not possible physically.  
Therefore, the Applicant feels that a reactor building 
referred to as vented confinement will be sufficient.  
The Applicant emphasizes that in all primary circuit 
leakage incidents up to and including the depressuri
zation incident the reference values specified in Sec.  
28, para. (3) of the Radiological Protection Ordinance 
("StrlSchV") can be adhered to even without filtering.  
In order to minimize discharges, filtering of the 
escaping primary gas is provided for in the later phase 
of a depressurization incident. It is only at that 
time that a slow and moderate increase in primary cir
cuit activity as a result of a core heatup following a 
depressurization is anticipated.  

If the steam generator .fails the blower is disconnect
ed. Any hazard to the steam generator due to a hot gas 
flow is ruled out, as component layout and gas passage 
in a HTR module are such that natural convection inside 
the primary circuit system which might lead to damage 
to the metallic parts is prevented.  

Concerning the question of heat removal, the Applicant 
referred to the following possibilities: 

given the function of the primary circuit blower and 
the steam generator 
-- via the turbine 
-- via coolers in the startup and shutdown modes 
-- via the condenser 

- given the failure of the blower 
-- via the surface coolers (3 x 100%) 
-- via the gas purification unit.  

The gas purification unit is designed as a 3-train 
unit, with one of the trains provided with a water 
separator which is primarily responsible for removing 
humidity from the primary circuit in the case of a 
steam generator leakage. However, this train can also 
be used for residual heat removal purposes.  

The RSK has no misgiving with respect to the complete
ness and control of the incidents.  

It does not have any misgivings with respect to the 
concept of the reactor building either, from which
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primary gas is discharged in a depressurization inci
dent via the stack to the environment until pressure 
equalization. As far as the depressurization incident 
is concerned, it finds that it is not necessary to 
filter the escaping primary gas in order to adhere to 
the reference values laid down in Sec. 28, para. (3) of 
the Radiological Protection Ordinance. During speci
fied normal operation and small leaks, a filtered dis
charge is provided for within a restricted area.  

The RSK has considered the question of whether or not 
a main steam pipe break must be postulated in combina
tion with a heating tube failure. The RSK feels that 
this combination need not be postulated, as the heating 
tubes have been designed to withstand the stresses 
caused by a main steam pipe break and as even minute 

J leakages are already detected.  
The analogous transfer by the Applicant of the design 

*1 basis accidents specified in the PWR Guidelines to the 

conditions prevailing in the HTR module has resulted in 
a selection of design basis accidents which are both 
representative and complete. Probabilistic analyses 
performed by the Institute of Nuclear Safety Research (ISF) 
within the scope of KFA Jilich suggest that there will 
be a boundary to hypothetical event chains at approx.  
10-16 per year of reactor operation.  

5.2 Event Sequences beyond the Desiqn Basis 

The Applicant dealt with hypothetical event sequences 
in a separate report outside the safety analysis 

report.  

The ISF has carried out studies of its own concerning 
hypothetical event sequences (beyond the design basis) 
and reviewed the Applicant's report on the "Behavior'of 
the HTR Module during Hypothetical Event Sequences".  
It summarizes the results of its review as follows: 

The event chains investigated had been chosen by the 
Applicant as examples covering the following broader 
subjects: 

- failures of active heat removal systems, including 
the surface cooling system, 

- reactivity gain, 
- failure of scram actions, 
- water ingress after leaks in the steam generator, 
- air ingress after leaks in the primary circuit 

accompanied by depressurization; 

they are oriented towards the possibility of detrimen
tal events which might lead to larger releases of 
radioactive substances.
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The analyses of the.ISF (in the main, the updating of 
the Jilich Special Report 260: On the incident behavior 
of the HTR module) confirm that the Applicant has been 
right in choosing the event chains in accordance with 
the aim and a view to the most essential scenarios and 
release pathways.  

However, they should be supplemented by scenarios after 
steam generator leak, such as 

- possible ingress of water/steam from the second 
module because. of the connected secondary circuits, 

- release of radioactive substances via the main steam 
or relief pipe to the environment after a failure of 
isolating valves.  

Concerning the question of a possible ingress of water 
or steam from the neighboring module, the Applicant 
points out that a steam-side isolation of the respec
tive steam generator is effected by two valves and one 
check valve.  

Because of the relatively great amounts released, the 
ISF feels that, among the event sequences beyond the 
design basis, the risks involved are dominated by event 
chains with steam generator leak and a release of 
radioactive substances via the main steam or relief 
pipe after a failure of isolating valves. But even 
here, no releases involving major consequences should 
be anticipated, since what might essentially be re
leased is the activity deposited on the steam genera
tor, and no fuel element and/or particle damage would 
be induced.  

The consideration by the Applicant of the physical 
processes triggered by the hypothetical event chains is 
identical with that of the ISF; the results are plau
sible and comparable. This applies in particular to 
the consideration of a failure of the forced circula
tion cooling of the core with a view to maximum tem
peratures and fission product retention by the fuel 
elements, and similarly to the consideration of the 
possible consequences of a continuation of the blower 
run.  

For the total failure of the cooling systems including 
surface coolers, recent computations made by the ISF.  
and considering the heat absorption by concrete water 
evaporation result in a maximum reactor pressure vessel 
temperature of 500 0C. This temperature would be 
reached after approx. 1 week and be approx. 100 'C 
above the design temperature; there is no hazard of a 
vessel failure.
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The heating-up rate in the case of a failure of the *• surface cooling system is so low that a concrete tem
perature of 150 -C (design temperature) is reached 
after 15 hours. Furthermore, there is a possibility of using hose connections to supply cooling water to the surface cooling system so that a residual heat removal is possible irrespective of the state of energy supply and the state of the secondary cooling water circuit.  

The ISF:modeling with respect to 

(a) the discharge of dust-bound activity, 
(b) the detachment by steam of activity deposited on 

the steam generator, and 
(c) the release of iodine from the low percentage 

(design value 1.6 - 10-') of coated particles 
already defective as a result of the action of 'ý ( ý' steam (fuel oxidation) 

would result in higher release rates for cesium and iodine. Research and development work is required to improve the state of knowledge.  

In sum, the investigations of the ISF confirm the essential statements made by the Applicant with respect 
to the behavior of the HTR module during event se

ýA quences beyond the design basis. These differences do not cast any doubt on the plant and safety concept and 
do not justify any change in concept.  

The RSK joins the ISF in its assessment of the events 
! beyond the design basis and summarizes its views con

cerning the hypothetical event sequences as follows: 

- The reactor retains its stability and integrity.  
- The reactor building retains its stability, and the 

structure of the outer shell is not destroyed.  
- The activity inventory of the reactor is only re

leased to such an extent that the radiological dose 
remains within the range of the reference values 
specified in Sec. 28, para. (3) of the Radiological 
Protection Ordinance.  

5.3 External Impacts 

The plant is designed against the following external 
impacts: 

- earthquake 
- lightning 
- wind, storm 
- snow, rain, hail 
- flood, low water level 
- dangerous gases.
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In addition, protective measures were taken to mitigate 
the risk from aircraft crash and blast waves from ex
ternal chemical explosions.  

Plant components which are necessary in order that the 
*i protective aims of 

- shutdown and long-term subcriticality, 
- residual heat removal, 
- limitation of activity release, 

* are ensured in the case of malfunctions in the plant 
due to an earthquake, are classified as Earthquake 
Class I and are designed to cope with earthquakes.  

The reactor building and the safety-related plant com
ponents inside the building are designed to cope with 
the loads resulting from aircraft crash and blast 
waves. The outer walls and the roof of the reactor 
building are dimensioned in such a way that full pro
tection is achieved against aircraft crash. The inner 
structure is decoupled from and isolated with respect 
to the outer structure; the only connection to the 
outer structure is via the foundation slab. This ar
rangement ensures that the vibrations induced at the 
point of impact of an aircraft are transmitted to the 
inner structure only in a cushioned form; this leads to 
an essential reduction of the floor response spectra, 
in particular in the high-frequency range.  

The RSK believes that the measures for the protection 
of the plant against external impacts are in compliance 
with the requirements to be made and can be implemented 
without any difficulty.  

6. Radiation Exposure of the Personnel 

Operating experience with gas-cooled reactors has shown 
that complying with the provisions of the Radiological 
Protection Ordinance with respect to the radiation ex
posure of the personnel will not pose any problem.  

In the opinion of the RSK, the good accessibility of 
the plant suggests that a low radiation exposure of the 
personnel can be anticipated, provided maintenance work 
is planned carefully.
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7. Summary 

The HTR Modular Power Plant Concept developed by the 

Siemens AG / Interatom GmbH Joint Venture is charac

terized by the fact that several standardized nuclear 

heat production units of 200 MJ/s thermal output are 

combined to form a power plant.  

The limitation of the reactor power to 200 MJ/s and of 

the mean power density to 3 MJ/s - m3 in connection 

with the core geometry has in particular the following 

advantages: 

- On the one hand, the fuel temperature is limited in 

all incidents so that the reference values of Sec.  

28, para. (3) of the Radiological Protection 

K. Ordinance are adhered to even without filtering of 

the gases produced by primary or secondary circuit 

leakages which may escape from the reactor building.  

On the other hand, simple and proven components and 

systems can be used for the HTR module.  

- In the case of a failure of the main heat sink in 

the HTR module, residual heat removal is effected 

via passive heat conduction, heat radiation and 

natural convection to the surface coolers provided 

on the outside of the reactor barrel. Residual 

heat removal does not require any forced circulation 

inside the primary system. Operation of the surface 

J coolers serves the protection of plant components. A 

maximum fuel temperature of 1620 °C is not exceeded, 

irrespective of whether residual heat removal re

mains intact as per design intent during an incident 

or there is an additional failure of the residual 

heat removal via the surface coolers. Adherence to 

( this maximum fuel element temperature is an inherent 

safety feature of this reactor concept.  

The RSK does not have any safety-related misgivings 

about the concept of the activity confinement, as this 

is, in principle, suited to ensure compliance with the 

provisions of the Radiological Protection Ordinance 

relating to specified normal operation and design basis 

accidents, even if the reactor building is not gas

tight.  

The efficiency of the reflector rods and the KLAK 

system is sufficient to transfer the reactor safely 

to a subcritical state and keep it in this state. It 

.is yet another inherent feature of the HTR module that 

the reactor, in the case of a postulated failure of 

the shutdown features, will automatically first become 

subcritical as a result of the cutout of the blower.  

On a longer-term basis, a low power level of 0.5% of 

the initial power will result where the reactor will
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be stabilized at a fuel element temperature level clearly higher than that of specified normal operation, 
although far below 1600 'C.  

In the case of a steam generator failure, the blower is cut out. Any hazard to the steam generator by hot gases is excluded, since component layout and gas passage in the HTR module are such that natural convection inside the primary circuit, which might lead to damage to the metallic sections, is prevented.  

The RSK finds that the principles relating to the safety against a failure of pressurized components of the primary circuit can be met.  

With respect to a total failure of the cooling systems, including the' surface coolers, recent computations of ( the ISF show a maximum reactor pressure vessel tempera- ( ture of approx. 500 1C. This would be reached after approx. 1 week and be by approx. 100 0C above the design temperature. A hazard due to a failure of the vessel is not involved. The work of the ISF confirms the essential statements made by the Applicant with 
respect to the behavior of the HTR module in the case 

J of event sequences beyond the design basis.  
The RSK joins the ISF in its assessment of the events -•...beyond the design-basis and makes the following summary comment concerning the hypothetical event sequences; 

- The reactor retains its. stability and integrity.  
- The reactor building retains its stability, and the structurp of the outer -shell is not destroyed.  
-,The activity inventory of the reactor is only released to such an extent that the radiological dose remains within the range of the reference values 

specified in Sec. 28, para. (3) of the Radiological Q .4Protection Ordinance.  

To sum up, the RSK states that the concept of the HTR module is in compliance with the state of the art and has favorable safety-related properties even in the range beyond the design basis. The RSK states that the concept of the HTR module is suited to comply with the safety-related licensing prerequisites in the Federal 
Republic of Germany.


